[The characteristics of polysomnographic values and synchronous blood pressure in patients of obstructive sleep apnea with hypertension].
To analyze the differences of sleep respiratory parameters recorded by PSG and synchronous blood pressure measured by ambulatory blood pressure monitor between obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) patients with hypertension (HT) and simple OSA and simple HT; To determine the characteristics of sleep respiratory parameters and blood pressure changes in patient with OSA accompanied HT. We chose the patients who were diagnosed simple HT (n=45) and simple OSA (n=50) and OSA with HT (n=56), Compared the sleep respiratory parameters and blood pressure changes between the three groups. Meanwhile the correlations about the sleep respiratory parameters and synchronization blood pressure were analyzed. Compared with simple HT and simple OSA, OSA with HT has higher apnea hyponea Index (AHI) (P<0. 001), oxygen desaturation index (ODI), awake index (AI), wake after sleep onset (WASO) and the proportion of non-rapid eyemovement sleepl (N1) in total sleep time(TST), has lower mean arterial oxygen saturation (MSaO2), lowest arterial saturation oxygen (LSaO2), the proportion of slow wave sleep (SWS) and rapid eyemovement sleep (REM) in TST (P<0. 05). There were positive correlations between the systolic/diastolic blood pressure (SBP/ DBP) and AHI, ODI, AI, WASO and N1/TST (P<0. 05). Compared with simple OSA, the mean day systolic blood pressure (dMSP), mean night systolic blood pressure (nMSP), mean day diastolic blood pressure (dMDP), mean night diastolic blood pressure (nMDP) and mean night diastolic blood pressure (nMDP) were significantly decre- sed, meanwhile the difference between the average systolic/diastolic blood pressure day and night were significantly increased after continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) treatment. OSA with HT has higher There were negative correlations between the SBP/DBP and MSaO2, LSaO2 (P<0. 05). Blood pressure mainly changed in the later sleep stage when the REM phase was increased. Blood pressure changes were characteristic of increasing DBP and decreasing SaO2. There are significant differences between simple OSA and OSA with HT in the sleep respiratory parameters, which are closely related with changes of blood pressure in sleep stage; AHI is the high risk factor of the OSA with HT. PSG is a effective factor in estimating the OSA accompanied HT course of development and prognosis.